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We’re here to make 
room for people.

We know people are the most important asset in any 

organization, so we put them first. Our simple and inspired 

modular architectural solutions allow teams to create and 

recreate their work environment with ease through purpose-

built rooms. 

The result—an agile, more productive, and happier work 

environment for all, and a dynamic, ever-changing 

workspace that alleviates the reliance on fixed construction 

and fixed ideas.
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Product Portfolio

Phone Booth 

A personal space for solo 

phone calls, virtual meetings 

and focused work.

Meeting Room

A thoughtful space for 

one-on-one conversations and 

small group discussions.

Open Meeting Room

A social space for open 

conversations and new ideas.

Focus Room

A private workspace to call 

your own, optimized for focus.

Room for focus Room for collaboration
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Phone Booth
Standard $3,995
Connected $4,195

Shipping included

Constant noise and insufficient meeting space lead 

to lost productivity, creativity, and job satisfaction, as 

well as higher stress levels.

By creating space for solo phone calls, virtual 

meetings and focused work, our Phone Booth 

ensures you never have to fight over conference 

rooms or take calls in the hallway again. The result: 

a happier, healthier, and more productive workforce.

Color palette

Exterior
H 7’ 5” x W 3’ 6” x D 3’ 7” 

H 225.6cm x W 105.4cm x D110.0cm

Interior
H 6’ 8” x W 3’ 1” x D 3’ 2”

H 203.2cm x W 92.7cm x D 97.3cm

Desk height
3’ 7” / 109.2cm

Power cord
10’ / 304.8cm

CONFORMS TO UL STD 1286.
CERTIFIED TO CSA STD C22.2 NO. 203.
MEETS OR EXCEEDS ALL APPLICABLE 
BIFMA STANDARDS

PRODUCT CERTIFIED
FOR LOW CHEMICAL
EMISSIONS:
UL.COM/GG
UL 2818

Fire safety
The booth conforms to all flammability 

requirements listed in UL 1286.

Seismic safety
If your building requires seismic anchoring, 

you can fix the booth to the floor with anchor bolts. 

Please  reach out to our support team for 

instructions and materials.

Door

Interior

Exterior

Accents

White

Light Gray

Oak

Oak

White Black

Black

Dark Gray

Black Oak

Oak
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Privacy meets productivity with the Focus Room, a 

thoughtfully designed personal office that allows you to 

concentrate on the task at hand. With over 70% of employees 

plagued by noise and distraction in the modern office, silence 

never sounded so good. 

Complete with a large desk, ample storage and overhead 

skylight, with seamless assembly on-site, the Focus Room 

makes it easy to step in, get settled, and get focused on 

your next big idea. 

Color palette

Standard $14,995
Pro $15,495

Shipping & Delivery +$1,450
Assembly +$1,000

Focus Room

Height
7’ 8” (ext.) / 7’ 3” (int.)

234 cm (ext.) / 222 cm (int.)

Width 
7’ 7” (ext.) / 7’ 1” (int.)

230 cm (ext.) / 215 cm (int.)

Depth 
3’ 11”  (ext.) / 3’ 5”  (int.)

120 cm (ext.) / 105 cm (int.)

HEPA Filter Compatible

Door + Frame

Interior

Exterior

White

Light Gray

White

Light Dark

Anthracite

Dark Gray

Anthracite
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The Meeting Room fosters a more connected experience 

that inspires a better way to work, together. Thoughtfully 

designed to create more meaningful one-on-ones and small 

team collaborative work, without the hassle of traditional 

construction.

From sustainable soundproof walls to the added option 

of a built-in monitor and 180-degree camera for video-

conferencing, the Meeting Room is the missing link to a

more productive work environment.

Color palette Height
7’ 8” (ext.) / 7’ 3” (int.)

234 cm (ext.) / 222 cm (int.)

Width 
7’ 7” (ext.) / 7’ 1” (int.)

230 cm (ext.) / 215 cm (int.)

Depth 
3’ 11”  (ext.) / 3’ 5”  (int.)

120 cm (ext.) / 105 cm (int.)

Seismic Safety 
If your building requires seismic 

anchoring, you can fix the room to the 

floor with anchor bolts. Please reach 

out to our support team for instructions 

and materials.

Standard $15,995
Pro $17,995

Shipping & Delivery +$1,450
Assembly +$1,000

Meeting Room

Door + Frame

Interior

Exterior

Sofas

White

Light Gray

White

Light Gray

Light Dark

Anthracite

Dark Gray

Anthracite

Light Gray
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Open up a new way to collaborate. Perfect for impromptu 

brainstorms and discussions, the Open Meeting Room 

inspires out-of-the-box thinking in a comfortable, open, 

and airy environment. 

With the added option of a built-in monitor and 180-degree 

camera for seamless video-conferencing, step into the social 

space that opens up a world of possibilities.

Color palette Height
7’ 8” (ext.) / 7’ 3” (int.)

234 cm (ext.) / 222 cm (int.)

Width 
7’ 7” (ext.) / 7’ 1” (int.)

230 cm (ext.) / 215 cm (int.)

Depth 
3’ 11”  (ext.) / 3’ 5”  (int.)

120 cm (ext.) / 105 cm (int.)

Seismic Safety 
If your building requires seismic 

anchoring, you can fix the room to the 

floor with anchor bolts. Please reach 

out to our support team for instructions 

and materials.

Standard $13,995
Pro $15,995

Shipping & Delivery +$1,450
Assembly +$1,000

Open 
Meeting Room

Door + Frame

Interior

Exterior

Sofas

White

Light Gray

White

Light Gray

Light Dark

Anthracite

Dark Gray

Anthracite

Light Gray
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Pricing

Phone Booth

Standard
$3,995
$5,195 CAD

Solo phone calls, virtual meetings 
and focused work.

Included 
CAD pricing based by region

$550/booth
$700 CAD/booth

$195/year
$249 CAD/year

- Stool
- Accessory Kit

Price

Ideal For

Shipping
& Delivery

White Glove
Assembly

Room 
Service

Add-ons

Focus Room Meeting Room Open Meeting Room

Pro
$4,195
$5,495 CAD

Standard
$14,995
$19,495 CAD

Private workspace for one person. 

$1,450
CAD pricing based on region

$1,000/unit*
$1,275 CAD/unit*

 

$495/year
$629 CAD/year

- Shelf
- Coat hooks
- Booking system bracket
- HEPA filtration
- Whiteboard

Pro
$15,495
$19,995 CAD

Standard
$15,995
$20,995 CAD

One-to-one’s and up to 4-person meetings 
with built-in VC capabilities (Pro only)

$1,450
CAD pricing based on region

$1,000/unit*
$1,275 CAD/unit*

$495/year
$629 CAD/year

- Shelf
- Coat hooks
- Booking system bracket
- Whiteboard

Pro
$17,995
$23,495 CAD

Standard
$13,995
$18,495 CAD

Social and impromptu meeting space 
for 1-4 people. 

$1,450
CAD pricing based on region

$1,000/unit*
$1,275 CAD/unit*

$495/year
$629 CAD/year

- Shelf
- Coat hooks 
- Whiteboard

Pro
$15,995
$20,995 CAD

*Required for Rooms
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Pricing

The Stool

$290
$430 CAD

Designed primarily for phone booth use. 
Can be used in other parts of the office, 
such as the kitchen.

- Standard bar height
- Small footprint

Price

Ideal For

Features

Accessory Kit

$125
$160 CAD

Magnetic surfaces inside ROOM booths. 
Designed to help people stay organized
and be creative.

- The Frame (phone or iPad holder for
    video conferencing) 
- The Arc (headphones holder) 
- The Grip (coffee cup holder) 
- The Memo (notepad and pen)



Get in touch support@room.com 
+1 (646) 861-7897

599 Broadway, Floor 9
New York, NY 10012




